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A STREET TYPE, BY FRANK HOLME. 

FRANK HOLME, NEWSPAPER ARTIST. 

NEWSPAPER illustration cannot be taught in art schools. The art 
school sets a model before its pupil, and bids him faithfully copy. 

A week's oil painting, or a fifteen-minute sketch, is alike made from a 
patient, motionless model. The newspaper says, " Go get us a picture 
of the Wabash avenue fire for the first edition." Now, leaping flames 
and active firemen and falling walls and excited onlookers are restless 

models. Or the newspaper says: " Sit down here at your desk and make 

us a three-column illustration for our Sunday fiction " - perhaps a histor 

ical novelette. And for this there are no models at all. So the newspaper 

artist gets two kinds of work to do: sketches from life -extremely lively 
life-and compositions "faked up " from imagination or memory. Frank 

Holme excels in both of these difficult things. 
I do not see how it would be possible to have a better training than 

Frank Holme has had for his special profession. If his career had been 

intelligently planned from the outset with that one end in view, it need 

hardly have been changed. Mr. Holme knows a newspaper thoroughly. 

He has set type, he has been a reporter -splendid discipline this for 

quick and clear thinking; finally, he has taken to picture-making, and 

followed it through all its developments. He actually began by making 

wood engravings for the Wheeling (W. Va.) Register, because wood 

engravings were the only kind of pictures he had seen. One may imag 
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PORTRAIT OF -FRANK HOLME, BY L. MAZZANOVICH. 

ine what they looked like, done by a tyro and printed with poor ink on 

flimsy paper. 
Then he made chalk plates for a while. Now, what you do on a 

chalk plate is done to stay. No doubt the practice helped him to the 

unhesitating line he uses today. Presently he was regularly employed 

on the Pittsburg Press, and had such tremendous subjects to deal with as 

the Homestead riots and the Johnstown flood. The New York Graphic 

published a special " Johnstown flood edition " of his sketches, which 

was a feather in the cap of the country youth. 
Next he spent some time in the zinc etching shop of the New York 

World. He knows all about photographic baths and acids and bitings; 

he can tell exactly how a drawing will reproduce, and if he doesn't like 

the reproduction he can take the graver and work the plate over by hand 

till he does. Not one professional zinc etcher in a hundred can do this, 

and not one draftsman in a thousand. He did it once here in Chicago, 

while he was engaged on a sensational weekly, and had turned out a five 

column cut quite too odd and impressionistic for the proprietor's taste. It 
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was ordered out of the page, although the paper was already " on the 

press." Ordinarily this would have meant a delay of several hours while 
the artist made a new drawing and the etcher a new plate; but in this 

case Mr. Holme improved it by hand in fifteen minutes. 

IN 

A NEWSPAPER DRAWING, BY FRANK HOLME. 
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During the year or two that he worked on this publication he must 
have turned out more than fifty drawings a week, ranging from elabo 
rate five-column illustrations of the serial story, to initials and headings. 

He had no specialty. He sat at his desk and ground out landscapes, 
marines, love scenes, hangings, Indian fights, political cartoons, sport 
ing pictures- whatever was wanted. Most of them were in pen and 
ink, but when a demand sprang up for wash drawings, he took up the 
brush as confidently as if it were his favorite weapon. - Here was certainly 
capital practice in " faking." And to this day Mr. Holme is one of the 
readiest and most plausible of fakers. 

All this time he was practicing serious drawing. He attended night 
-class at the Art Institute, on and off principally off. He sketched 
everybody in the office, from the stout proprietor down to the darky 
bootblack. He also executed a notable series of theatrical portraits after 
photographs, extremely delicate and highly finished pen drawings. 
There must be some two hundred of them now, a valuable collection, as 
all were autographed by the originals, and many bear flattering com 

ments, signed by Sarah Bernhardt, Calve, Irving, or Joe Jefferson. This 
means, moreover, that the young man from West Virginia was enjoying 
the educational advantage of seeing the greatest dramatic artists in the 

world. He was also reading the best new books as they came out - 

reading with real discrimination and enjoyment; buying everything he 
fancied in the way of literature, especially literature on artistic subjects, 
even to expensive French and German publications. He cannot read 
these languages, but he can "read the pictures," and he has read the 

pictures to such good purpose that it would be hard to find anyone in 

Chicago as intimately acquainted with all kinds of modern art, as open 

to all new influences, as keen at experiment with what may serve his 

purpose. 

Since World's Fair times he has graduated from faking sensational 

illustrations to making realistic sketches for the daily papers. He has 
been the principal "local news" artist of the Chicago Times, Evening 
Post, Chzronicle and Daily News. He sketched the World's Fair from the 
preparatory stage to the final conflagration, in every nook and corner; state 

banquets of royal foreign commissioners and dressing rooms of Javanese 

dancers. He has been in the thick of political campaigns, accidents, 

strikes, famous trials, national celebrations - all the moving events of 

the day. He has learned to draw steadily perched on the unsteadiest 

coign of vantage; if need be, with rain pouring down upon his paper; 

with shouts of excitement ringing in his ears or missiles flying past 

them; with rolls of smoke now obscuring now revealing blackened walls 
and crawling human beings that he must note in hurried glimpses. 
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Newspaper artists used to carry pocket notebooks; they jotted down 
hasty impressions in these and rushed back to their offices to make elab 
orate drawings from them. Mr. Holme's way is to carry a paper pad of 
the full size required for a three-column cut, and to make a complete and 
careful drawing on the spot. When he gets back to the office, he touches 
it up, strengthens it and gives it to the etcher. At the Luetgert trial he 
carried pen and ink with him, finished his pictures and sent them back 
by messenger. During that trial he was working both for the New York 
Herald and the Chicago News. The court began sitting at nine o'clock; 
his pictures for the News had to be in the etcher's hands at twelve; those 
for New York had to be mailed at five. His daily task was to find sev 

eral new scenes in a trial that lasted nine weeks and was voluminously 
illustrated in at least a dozen papers. He had little time to waste in 

choosing his subject or point of view, and when he had found it his hand 
fairly flew over the paper. One morning between nine and twelve he 

SELLING FLOWERS IN A SALOON, BY FRANK HOLME. 
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turned out two double-column cuts and seven singles. The whole series 
produced under the pressure of this trial prove inexhaustible fertility in 
composition, a great gift at catching a likeness in a few lines, and, above 
all, a quite phenomenal rapidity. One panoramic scene is a real tour de 
force. It is called " A Matinee Audience." The whole group of women 
on the left are portraits, done without one wasted stroke, and with an 
effective contrast of light lines and strong blacks; the bailiffs, the 
accused, the policemen, are portraits also; and the courtroom surround 
ings, the row of windows, the aisle, the wooden paneling, are correctly 
placed. 

Mr. Holme is a tireless and intelligent experimenter with every form 
of the graphic art. He has designed posters, book-plates and book 
covers as well as book illustrations; he has painted in oils and in water 
colors. Last week he was doing etchings and dry points -doing them 
well, too. This week he is all on fire for lithography. Next week he 
may take to modeling. Similarly, for his newspaper work, he has tried 
Ross paper, charcoal paper, water-color paper; he uses stipples or dots, 
crayon or pen, according to the effect he wishes to obtain, and he has 
combined all these mediums to produce some of the best illustrations ever 
published in a newspaper, which means illustrations that could take their 
place creditably on the pages of a weekly or monthly periodical. In a 
city snow scene, for example, he used the pen for the clear outline of a 
face; also for hard metallic surfaces, where sharp contrasts of white and 
black were required; then overcoats' and woolen comforters were treated 
with softer crayon rubbed over the grain of the paper, and the snow was 
sometimes spattered in with Chinese white, sometimes scratched with a 

knife on a gray background. Such things are full of texture and color, 

yet they print up as well as the boldest outline. 

Mr. Holme is in his element in the turmoil of a presidential election. 
He made vigorous portraits of Bryan, Tillman and others heated with 
oratory; he made groups of political leaders in conclave in some hotel 

parlor, where each man was so characterized by figure and pose that you 

knew him if you only saw his back. Again, he has a master hand for 

delineating street types -organ grinders, peanut venders, hot-tamale 
men; or the rougher elements of society -tramps, hobos, bums, deca 

dents and the tough citizens of police courts. Yet he has done some 

tender studies of children, and he exhibited not long ago at the Art 

Institute monotypes of wonlen that were piquant yet refined. The illus 

trations in these pages give a taste of his quality. 

He is not yet thirty, and he has reached his present standing by 

methods of his own. Yet at the base of these eccentric, variable methods 

are two principles that are the corner stones of all art from the highest to 
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the lowest. He draws his best, even when less than his best would 
satisfy his employers, and he never fakes when it is possible to work from 
life. Faking is the ruin of most newspaper artists; they are almost 
obliged to fake, and they soon become unable to do anything else. For, 

what saith the Talmud: "The penalty of untruth is untruth." 
ISABEL MCDOUGALL. 

MISS O., FROM AN ETCHING BY FRANK HOLME. 
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